1. **GRANADA TILE** has partnered with award-winning designer Emma Gardner to add 17 new patterns to its flagship Echo Collection of decorative cement tiles. Shown here in Smooth Sailing, these tiles are handcrafted in Nicaragua and take inspiration from a variety of cultures, geometry and nature.

2. **AIMEE LACALLE** is announcing its first ceramic tile collection. Drawn from three of the studio’s favorite locations, San Miguel de Allende, Santa Fe and France’s Dordogne Valley, the line is available in 24 prints – as well as solids. The tiles are created through a process called dry pressing, which results in better uniformity and durability.

3. **NEW RAVENNA** has introduced Semplice, a collection of 33 mosaic designs inspired by the transformation of pattern through color. Shown here is Hugo, a hand-cut stone mosaic inspired by color blocking. Hugo is handcrafted by the artisans at New Ravenna in Virginia.

4. **KARDEAN DESIGN FLOORING** has added eight new designs to its Kardean LooseLay Longboard Collection. Because of its 59-in. length and loose-lay application, this collection is ideal for overnight retrofits and projects that require a speedy turnaround.

5. **ARMSTRONG FLOORING**’s Rigid Core Vantage is suitable for high-traffic and high-moisture applications. The solid polymer core protects the flooring from dents, and it features a wear layer, overall waterproof structure and natural cork backing. It is available in new designs in extra-large-format planks, features painted bevels, and no glue or nails are required for installation.
6. PARTERRE FLOORING SYSTEMS has launched Avara Luxury Vinyl Floor and Wall, which includes 26 luxury vinyl designs—24 planks and two tiles. Using hot-press technology, Avara has a sturdy construction with multiple layers of backing that are fused together to create a tighter bond for a more stable product.

7. CALI BAMBOO has added four new floors to its Eco-Engineered bamboo flooring collection for a total of 16 engineered styles. The four new styles feature an extra-thick wear layer of fossilized bamboo over a sustainable core of cross-constructed eucalyptus. Planks measure 7 2/3 inches long, 5 3/4 inches wide and 3/16 of an inch thick.

8. From DEVON & DEVON, the Atelier 18 Collection of flooring is distinguished by its design variety and strong decorative character. In the collection, the Arcade, Casablanca, Diamond and Gallery (shown here) series are distinguished by their classical and geometrical patterns, while Fez, Essaouira and Kassbah propose drawings of Middle Eastern inspiration with arabesques and curvilinear patterns.

9. The Bistro Collection from ARTISTIC TILE presents cheerful and classic designs inspired by Paris. Comprised of post-consumer recycled glass and heavily influenced by grout color, Maze Smoke is one of the six designs in the collection.

10. Interior designer Vanessa Deleon and TILEBAR announce the launch of a third collection, Art Deco. Designed by Deleon as a reflection of her own signature aesthetic, each tile features Nero Marquina, white Carrara and Thassos marble with a brass inlay. The collection is currently offered in 24-in. by 24-in. large-format tiles, though customization options are available for large orders.

11. CROSSVILLE INC. has launched its Astral Plane porcelain tile collection. This stone-look product offers visual depth achieved through multidimensional graphics applied during the manufacturing process. Inspired by elements of the natural world, this line includes four collections of colors: Altair, Magellan (shown here), Pavo and Draco.

12. The ARYA Series from EGE SERAMIK is made up of fully polished and rectified porcelain tiles and is extremely durable and stain and fade resistant. The tiles are available in shiny, matte or polished finishes, and some feature a bullnose edge.

13. Designed by Karim Jeske and available exclusively from TESSELLE, Neomarica cement tiles in the color “ocide” are designed to be laid out in a wide variety of repeating or random patterns that can create a myriad of geometric designs. Each tile is hand-pressed and can be customized in any color combination from Tesselle’s palette.

14. DUChATEAU has unveiled five new flooring colors for hardwoods. The new colors all feature the company’s signature hard-wax oil finish, which provides an elegant matte finish and develops individual patinas as the floor ages. Shown here is Lys, which is dominated by gray with hints of cool white.

15. MARBLE SYSTEM’s Cottage Stone Collection features subtly chiseled marble and is available in soft shades of cream, gray and charcoal in a 15-in. by 24-in. format. Shown here in Silver Shadow, the collection boasts durable characteristics and is ideal for high-traffic settings.